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ABSTRACT 

 

Like in other developing countries, citizen`s participation in democratization processes 

including elections is highly emphasized by both the government and other stakeholders 

within a political arena in Tanzania .Despites this background, experiences from around 

the world show that, turnout of citizen`s participation in Presidential elections tends to 

be low even in a situation where civic education and campaigns have been made. 

This research aimed at exploring the reasons for low turnout of citizen`s participation in 

2010 Presidential election at Kigoma Municipal Council, where by four objectives have 

been developed including; examining citizens participation in Presidential election at 

KMC, assessing citizens awareness on the importance of Presidential election at KMC, 

exploring the reasons for low turnout of citizen`s participation in Presidential election 

and examining ways for motivating citizens participation in presidential election at KMc 

In order to acquire and capture primary and secondary data in responding the study 

objectives together with research questions, this research used structured and non 

structured interviews, questionnaires and documentary reviews as the methods of data 

collection in which 70 respondents have been sampled from 12 Wards of Kigoma 

Municipal Council and the Microsoft excel was used for data processing and analysis. 

Findings of this study show that, Citizens participation in 2010 Presidential election at 

KMC was subsequently low in a sense that citizens do not participate effectively in 

elections, to the large extent because of; lack of adequate political consciousness, PVNR 

limitations, Citizens perceptions on elections and poor voting system. The research 

concluded that, recently there is a rapid decline of citizens political will to involve in 

politics whereby the situation tends to threat the practice of democratic governance. This 

research recommended that the government and other stakeholders of democratization 

processes within the country should reform PVNR system, introduce electronic voting 

and registration, also provision of adequate political knowledge is required.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

1.0 Introduction  

This chapter introduces the background of the problem to be studied .It includes the 

statement of the problem as well as objectives of study, research questions, justification 

of study, scope of study and limitations of the study, delimitation of study, conceptual 

frame work and definition of key terms. 

 

1.1 Background of the problem 

Democratic elections are important instruments of democracy especially in governments 

practicing democratic governance which is recently highly advocated around the world. 

The presence of political rights and human rights plus competitive free and fair elections 

in which citizens participate to choose their leaders in any country, demonstrate a 

nation`s commitment on practicing democratic governance. Presidential elections as a 

part of democratic elements are relatively important in promoting good governance 

especially in democratic states. 

The 20
th

 century evidenced developed and less developed countries in the world 

underscores the importance of citizen’s participations in several elections including 

presidential elections, parliamentary elections and local elections. In most countries 

around the world, President is vested with more powers that affect the government 

activities including service delivery to the people, Citizens are highly encouraged to 

participate in presidential elections, since President has a greater influence in allocations 

of services to be delivered, the powers to influence decisions of the country. Most  of 

developing  countries  have   been forced  by  political   situation  of 1990s  to  adopt  

liberal  democracy  which   put   more    emphases  on  competitive  political  

system(multiparty system). 
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Like many developing countries, Tanzania was not left behind with that political   

transformation. Following  Nyalali`  Commission`s recommendations regarding  the  

shift  towards multiparty, the Tanzania political system changed from the single party set 

up which was in existence since 1965, back to a new multiparty on 1
st
 July 1992. As 

explained earlier   this transition was made at the time when great external pressures 

were being exerted on virtually every African country, particularly by multilateral as 

well as bilateral aid agencies. They were making the political democratization, question 

an important part of the aid conditionality for each of the recipient countries 

(Msekwa,1995). It has been said by political scientists and managers, that the current 

democratization process which is taking place in Africa needs to be planned in order to 

achieve a smooth and orderly transition from the one party system of government to 

multi-party democracy. 

The electoral system in Tanzania since, 1990s comprises of the legal framework as well 

as political institutions that govern all kind of   elections. It is the system that determines 

election constituencies, candidates’ nomination, voting procedures and is also 

responsible for the announcement of the winner or declaration of the results. It is a 

custodian of the whole electoral processes. The country to last  election has 239 

Electoral Constituencies, out of which 189 are found in Mainland Tanzania and 50 in 

Zanzibar.10Today Tanzania has 239 electoral constituencies, out of which 189 are found 

in mainland Tanzania and 50 in Zanzibar. 

 

The electoral system of Tanzania since the first competitive  election after  independence 

which was held  in 1995 comprised of three types of elections, namely; The General 

Elections- for electing the President of the United Republic of Tanzania, the President of 

Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, Members of Parliament of Tanzania Mainland, 

House of Representatives of Tanzania Zanzibar and Councilors. The Local Authorities 

Elections is for electing leaders at lowest level of government such as villages, hamlets, 

streets, members of village councils and members of streets councils.  
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The By-elections- for re-electing leaders mentioned in (i) and (ii) above, once that leader 

dies or resigns of his/her office becomes vacant for any reason. Elections are conducted 

periodically, every fifth year after the previous General election. 

From the 20
th

  century many countries around the world and Tanzania  in  particular  

initiated several efforts and mechanism towards civic educations provisions  electoral 

campaigns, mass media, Electoral Commissions of particular country, Non 

Governmental Organization (NGOs), and other government and non governmental 

agencies in  order  to  respond  to the  international  principles  towards  enhancing 

democratic   governance especially  to those countries   assuming  themselves  as 

democratic.  

Despite different measures undertaken by government, political institutions and other 

stakeholders in provision of civic education, many recently elections in different 

countries in the world show that citizen’s participation in presidential elections has low 

voters turnouts. The situation  imply that  in  the last decades  of  the 20
th

 century  and 

the 21
st
 century the world  witnesses the  higher  number  of  people  who  are not 

interested to participate in political process  particularly voting in several elections. Even 

though  voters  turnout  has the tendency  of  falling and  rising, but the large  number of 

people do  not  vote.   

Citizen’s participation in presidential elections in Tanzania is considered to be among of 

the crucial factors toward democratization process. Tanzania as democratic country has 

attempted to undertake different measures in providing civic education through 

televisions, radios, internet website, news paper and magazines, NGOs and Community 

Based Organization (CBOs) (TEMCO, 2011) to ensure that citizens become conscious 

politically and therefore participate effectively in the democratic process, including 

national and local elections which would provide them with leaders basing on their 

preferences. Despite those measures undertaken by the government but still citizens 

participations in presidential elections is declining as the years goes. 
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There is growing evidence that citizens are increasingly apathetic toward disengaged 

from the day to day business of governance as well as civic and social activities 

especially in the last half century (Putnam, 2000; Scocpol, 2003). Thus we  find  that  

even in political process  most  of citizens are  likely to isolate themselves  in  political  

activities  such  as  electoral campaigns, voters  registration and  voting   on the  election   

day. The situation  has been  evidenced from  different elections by  looking  at voters  

turnout which  is considered to be the  simplest  way of    assessing  citizen’s 

participation  in  elections.  

Like in  other  nations, Tanzania voters  turnout   has  a  tendency  of falling  and  raising 

the  general election of  2010  witnessed  lowest turnout  of  citizen’s participation in  

presidential  election than  any other  elections held   since  

independence(EAD,2011).The situation has been  evidenced  from previous elections 

held  since 1995,whereby citizen`s participation in presidential elections in Tanzania 

were dynamic from time to time,  for instance voters  turnout in presidential  election in  

1995 were roughly approximated to 76 percent, in 2000 voters turnout rose  up  to  84.4 

percent, but in  the  year  2005 election, voters  turnout dropped to 72.4% and worse  

enough,  citizen`s participation  in  presidential  election was rapidly  fallen reaching 

42.8% in 2010(TEMCO,2011).   
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Table 1: The trend of voter’s turnouts in Presidential elections in Tanzania since 

1965-2010. 

YEARS Voters turnouts in percentage 

1965 77 

1970 81.7 

1975 85.9 

1980 84.7 

1985 75 

1990 74.4 

1995 76 

2000 84.4 

2005 72.4 

2010 42.8 
 

Source: African Elections Data base (EAD) 2011 p.10 

Table 2: The trend of voter`s turnout in presidential elections in KMC since 1995-

2010 

YEARS Voters turnout in percentage 

1995 73 

2000 79.4 

2005 70.3 

2010 43.5 
 

Source: Kigoma Municipal Council (2012) p.22 

 

1.2 Statement of the problem  

The democratic process requires among other things, participations of citizens in 

apolitical process, that includes participation in the local and national electoral process. 

Participation of the citizens in the political process in election is part of democratic 

governance in any country. In Tanzania as is typical in other many countries, citizens’ 

participation in decision making and also in national and local elections is emphasized 

by both the government and other stakeholders in the democratic process.  
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Despites   this background, experiences from around the world show that turnout to 

national and local elections tends to be low. This also said to be the case even in 

situation where by civic education and campaigns have been made. In some countries 

election turnouts of less than 50% is a normal situation (GoT,2008).For the case  of 

Tanzania,  the situation have  been evidenced  from previous elections  held  since 1995 

whereby  in that  particular  year  voters  turnout  in presidential  election were 76%, 

followed by 2000 election  with 84.4%,on the other hand ,the 2005 election experienced  

low voters turnout  with 72.4% and the most remarkable lowest voters turnout in  

presidential  elections within the  country were 42.8% in general election that  held in 

2010(EAD,2011).This study therefore intends to find out whether the low turnout to 

presidential elections is a case, in a selected local government authority in Tanzania and 

why? 

 

1.3 Objectives of the study  

1.3.1 General objective 

Overall objective of this study is to explore the reasons for low citizen’s participation 

turnout in 2010 Presidential election at Kigoma Municipal Council (KMC). 

1.3.2 Specific objectives.  

i) To examine citizen’s participation in presidential elections at KMC.  

ii) To assess citizen’s awareness on the importance of presidential elections at KMC. 

iii) To explore the reasons for low citizen’s participation in presidential elections at 

KMC  

vi) To examine ways of motivating Citizen’s to participation in presidential elections at 

KMC? 
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 1.4 Research questions  

i. To what degree do citizen participate in presidential election at KMC? 

ii. Are citizens aware of the importance of presidential elections at KMC? 

iii. What are the reasons for low citizen’s participation turnout in presidential 

elections in KMC? 

iv. What should be done to motivate Citizen`s participation in presidential 

elections at KMC? 

1.5 Justification of the study  

This   study will have  a  significant outcomes  in  the democratic  processes and 

improving  good  governance in the country by  improving citizen’s  participation in 

elections. Findings from   this   study will be useful for research activities and political 

activities to Local Government Authorities and political institutions.  More   importantly   

the   study will   help a researcher to fulfill the partial requirements for an award of a 

Masters Degree in MSc- Local Government Management.   

 

1.6. Delimitation of the study 

The focus of this study was limited to Kigoma Municipal Council. This case has been 

selected as the unit of analysis due to the fact that, the Kigoma Municipal Council have 

experienced the low turnout of Citizen`s participation in presidential election for the 

year 2010. 

 

1.7. Scope and limitations of the study 

The study was conducted at Kigoma Municipal Council and the research covered 12 

wards, namely; Gungu, Buhanda, Mwanga kaskazini, Kigoma, Bangwe, Majengo, 

Machinjioni, Kasingirima, Kitongoni, Kasimbu, Buzebazeba,  Katubuka, . This study 

has a number of limitations in a sense that it has been conducted only at Kigoma 

Municipal Council.  
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In addition to that, the sample size of 70 respondents might be too small, and higher 

costs of stationary services at Kigoma Municipal Council was another limitation of the 

study.    

 

1.8. Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual frame work is the process of categorizing variables into various 

classifications which includes Independent variable, Dependent variable and Intervening 

variables. Independent variables are the factors that influence the dependent variable. In 

this study independent variables includes, civic education, citizens altitudes, political 

mobilization, citizen`s participation, suitable electoral system and citizens interest which 

influence voters turnouts in presidential elections, as the dependent variable, meanwhile 

the intervening variables in this study includes; policy, regulations and electoral laws. 

Figure 1: Conceptual framework on Citizen`s Participation 

Independent Variables  

  

                                                                                                            Dependent Variable 

 

             Intervening variable 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Researcher, (2012) 

 

 

Turnout in 

Presidential elections 

Democratic Governance 

-Citizen’s participation  

-Civic education 

-Citizens attitudes 

-Suitable electoral system 

-Political mobilization 

-Citizen’s interests 

Policies and 

Laws 
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1.8.1 Independent Variables 

Independent variables are the factors that affecting or influencing the dependent 

variables whereby  in this study civic education, political mobilization, electoral system, 

citizens attitudes and  citizens interests are the independent variables that affect the 

dependent variable Presidential election. Therefore it is important to know that effective 

citizen`s participation in several elections including Presidential elections depends on 

the above variables. 

 

1.8.2 Civic education 

Active citizen`s  political participation needs  the presence of adequate civic education to 

the entire population which enable people to be vigilant in political affairs and through 

that they become more active participating in elections political knowledge that may 

influence citizens participation in elections .It has  proven that lack of political 

knowledge tends to lower citizen`s participation in elections and the higher civic 

education leads into more citizens participation(Patlyons and Richard,2003).moreover 

TADIP (2009)assert that to the large extent lack of civic education and citizens 

empowerment play a great role towards declining citizens participation in democratic 

processes. In this regard, Citizen`s participation in Presidential elections need adequate 

civic education so as citizens become motivated towards active participation in political 

activities including voting. 

 

1.8.3 Political mobilization 

Generally democratic processes especially various elections in most cases requires 

among other things including mobilizing and convincing people to secure active 

citizen`s participation in elections. Lack of political mobilization  have a great effect on 

citizens participation in presidential elections and it is important to ensure strong 

political mobilization are carried out frequently  purposeful for making citizens 

Participation in presidential election and other elections much effective (Burden, 2009). 
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Therefore active citizens participation in Presidential elections require adequate political 

mobilization and campaigns which largely discourages the tendencies of citizens 

disengagement in political ground and but rather influence active citizen`s participation 

in Presidential elections. 

 

1.8.4 Electoral system 

 Various elections are carried out under several electoral systems and voting procedures 

which may affect citizen`s participation in election positively or negatively ,that means 

the electoral system and voting procedures might encourage or discourage citizens to 

participate effectively in electoral processes including registration, campaigns and 

voting.  Brais and Dobrzyaska(1990) affirm that,  complicated electoral system and 

voting procedures always tends to  discourages  citizens to participate actively in  

elections. In fact, Presidential elections like other elections require active citizen`s 

participation however the level of participation depend much on the electoral system and 

voting procedures, where there is a complicated electoral system, electoral laws and 

voting procedures the level of citizen`s participation becomes low and when there is 

systems which are well designed and arranged together with compulsory voting 

increases the degree of citizen`s participation in elections. 

 

1.8.5 Citizens interests 

The public interest on political activities is more important in facilitating democratic 

practices and strengthening good governance. Therefore, it is arguably to say citizens 

interest on politics are determinant factor for citizens participation in elections, that 

means the more citizens interested with politics the higher citizen`s participation   all 

elections  and the low citizens interest on politics the low  participation. The idea is 

supported by Hibbing and Theiss-more(2002)  who says citizens do not participate 

actively in political activities simply because they are not interested in politics . 
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Further more in order to secure citizens acceptance and subsequent active participation 

in presidential elections there is need to motivate citizens so as they become interested in 

political activities. 

1.8.6. Citizens attitudes 

Citizens perceptions and attitudes on elections and the Government also plays some role 

in citizen`s participation in various elections .There is some citizens who perceive  

elections in a negative way by believing that elections has no meaning to their life  

rather than benefiting those in power or politicians. For example clark (2010) work 

reveals that negative citizen`s perceptions on elections to the extent hampering citizens 

participation in elections. Then it is important to note that, currently negative citizen`s 

attitudes to the elections and the governments in a broader sense contribute to the low 

turnout of citizens participation in elections and Presidential elections are inclusive, 

meanwhile positive citizen`s attitudes on political participation tends to maximize active 

citizen`s engagement in various elections.  

 

1.8.7 Dependent variable 

Dependent variable are always influenced by the independent variables, Presidential 

elections are the dependent variable which depends on citizen`s participation,civic 

education, good electoral system, adequate political mobilization, positive citizen’s 

attitudes and citizen’s interest.  

 

1.9. Definitions of key terms 

1.9.1 Citizen participation 

Political or social involvement in the community, government, or school in order to 

improve or maintain the status quo or to have impact on policy formation and decision 

making.   
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Citizen participation in local governance means the ability of ordinary citizens to assess 

their needs, contribute to develop their local public projects, and then watch their 

implementation, and watch the local public budget. This process of participation can be 

achieved by positive participation in the elections, attending hearing sessions, taking part 

in community task forces (Edgar & Camper, 1968).  

 

1.9.2 Democratic governance 

Can be conceptualize as the wide range of the democratic process through which a 

society reach consensus on implementing the regulations human rights, laws, policies, 

and social structures, in pursuit of justices, welfare and environmental 

protections(Cheema, 2005). 

 

1.9.3 Election 

Is the process in which a vote is held to elect a candidates to an office in other way it is 

mechanism through which democracy fills elective offices including president, members 

of parliaments, councilors, village chair persons, governors, senators, and other 

representatives officials (Payne, 2010).in this particular regard presidential elections can 

be viewed as the democratic process through which citizens participate in electing the 

president of a particular country. 

 

1.9.4 Local government 

Local government is the part of the government of a country operating on a local level, 

and functioning through a representative organ known as a council established by law to 

exercise specific power within a defined area jurisdiction (Warioba, 1999).  
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Therefore, LGAs are such authorities within the Government structure established as 

part of the decentralization system so as to enable all people, from the grass root level to 

contribute, democratically, in decision making and be involved in the affairs of bringing 

up their own development. 

 

1.9.5 Participation 

Participation is the process through which stakeholders influence and share control over 

development initiatives and the decision and resources which affect them (World Bank, 

1999). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

The main objective of this chapter is to make both theoretical   and  empirical  reviews   

on   the  reasons   of  low  turnout  of  citizens  participation in  presidential  elections in  

developing  countries .The aim of this chapter is to conceptualize and explain the major 

concepts related to citizen participation and presidential elections. The chapter covers, 

the theoretical perspectives and empirical literatures reviews which show how other 

researchers have given their views about citizen`s participation in presidential elections.  

 

2.1. Theoretical Literature review 

This part aims to review the general set of assumption about the nature of citizen`s 

participation, presidential elections, democratic governance, democratization and local 

government by considering views given by different scholars and philosophers.  

 

2.1.1 Democratic governance  

Democratic governance can be understood as the wide range of democratic process  

through which a community or citizens and government reaches consensus and 

implementing the existing regulations, laws, policies, and social structures in response to 

pursuit of welfare, justice and environmental protections(Cheema,2005).Democratic 

governance is generally associated with accountability and transparency, responsiveness, 

rule of law, consensus oriented, effectiveness, participatory (citizens inclusion), 

effectiveness, efficiency and equitable service delivery of the government, all these 

features has to appear in any democratic government around the world. Good 

governance is the most important instrument even in eradicating poverty and therefore 

promoting development (Birner, 2007).Moreover, Graham et al (2003) view that fairness 

is one of the important principles regarding democratic governance. 
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2.1.2 Contemporary governance theory 

Contemporary governance theory places high degree to the importance of 

decentralization and local democracy as the way of advancing and promoting the 

practice of democratic governance (Crook and Manor, in Kelsall, 2004).In that regard, 

every democratic state are required to ensure higher citizens political participation as a 

mechanism of promoting and strengthening democratic governance. 

Furthermore, the theory stresses that, democratic governance contains a competitive free 

and fair elections whereby eligible citizens are entitled to participate in the whole 

political processes (Huntington, 1984 and Schumpter, 1976). In  many  democratic  

governments, citizens  hold  the  controlling  shares of  the political powers through  

citizens  participation  in elections of  all  levels(Somjee,1982).Citizens are supposed to 

participate actively in elections including presidential elections as a means of 

legitimizing powers to their government( Berner,2001) . 

 

2.1.3 Local government theory; 

The theory has an idea that political science is relative clear that local government must 

meet certain basic requirement if they are to be able to identify problems, set priorities, 

mobilize resources, implementation of programs, evaluate results, learn from that result 

and maintain popular legitimacy and therefore political process must provide 

accountability and be open to wide spread political participation (Franklin, 2004). Local 

government around the world is seen as the agent of the central government and as the 

major instrument for implementing government/nations policies, and therefore is 

responsible for promoting political consciousness to people in their areas of jurisdiction. 

In many democratic countries local government authorities   is used in democratic 

process including civic education provision and mobilizations of citizens to participate 

in presidential elections and other elections at large. Therefore citizens participations in 

several elections depends up on the performance of particular government authorities for 

instance in service provisions also the provision of civic and voters education. 
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2.1.4 Citizen`s participation 

Citizen’s participation refers to the different mechanism in which public express their 

views and ideally exert influence in relation to political, economic, and other decisions. 

Arnstein (1969) assert that citizen’s participation is the re-distribution of power that 

enables the haves-not citizens, presently excluded from the political and economic 

process to be deliberately included in the future. Citizens may influence the government 

decisions on the matters of their daily lives through democratic process especially 

political participation where by citizens can be involved in decision making either 

directly or indirectly. 

In contemporary democracy, citizen`s participation in elections is highly emphasized, 

for example the ideas by (Franklin, 2004; Powell, 1986) signify that, citizens 

participation in elections gives legitimacy to the government serving the people in 

particular areas of jurisdictions and thus reducing the existence of undemocratic systems 

associated with the violence, corruptions and political and economic instability. 

The active Citizens participation usually helps to ensure that, the governmental decisions 

and policies reflect citizen’s interests (Boris & Krehely, 2002; Brody et al 2003). 

Democratic government always derives its power form the consent of people (citizens) 

and therefore government is accountable to the citizens especially where democratic 

government exists. Additionally in democratic state a democratic citizens should most 

value their freedom and us their democratic resources to resist the interventions by the 

state in what should private ( Hayek in Ronald & Conte, 2001) this is to say citizens 

have to recognize their rights especially political rights and participate effectively in 

political process such as participations in elections of all kind which in turn leads into 

the existence of democratic government with main duties of saving the citizens 

effectively, efficiently, and equitably. 

Lincolin(in Christenson, 1971) insists on the principle that men “have the right of 

regulating their own affairs which is normally right and political wise”. That is to say 

those citizens are required to participate in democratic process which in turn would 
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promote democratic governance in respect and practicing democratic principles. 

Citizens’ participations in elections are considered to be among of the principle 

instrument of the liberal democracy (Crook and Manor, in Kelsall, 2004). Therefore 

elections should promote citizens voice, whereby through elections government derive 

its power from the citizens, and also the government can be fired by citizens through 

election. Somjee (1982) further emphasis on political involvement where by every 

citizens has a right to choice his or her   leaders hold them responsible for their actions 

and replace them where necessary. Therefore in this regard citizens has significant role 

to pursuing fairness and accountability and also affecting change in the democratic 

process (Amid, et al, 2008). 

The theory of citizen’s participation asserts that citizen’s participations is a process 

which provide private individuals an opportunity to influence public decision making 

process (Burby, 2003). The theory lays down the idea that citizen’s participation in 

presidential elections and other elections has a great influence to the country’s decisions 

making which can determine people’s daily lives cutting across political, economic and 

social grounds. Citizen’s participation in elections and other non political matters is a 

critical at all levels of the government to ensure that, government knows the intensity 

and needs of issues that are facing and affecting citizens (Burby, 2003; Irvin and 

stansbury, 2004). This can function when citizens participate fully in electing their 

representatives such as president, members of parliament (MP’s), councilors, and other 

local elected officials. 

 

2.1.5 Models of citizen’s participation 

 Civic voluntarism model: 

The model was propounded by Verba, Schlozman and Brady, 1995. This model focuses 

on the political participation of citizens in the field of political science.  
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The model identifies three factors on the account for political activity in relation to why 

people do not come become political activists. The model holds that, there are three 

answers in responding the above question, as why citizens do not participate in political 

activities. They don’t participate because they can’t,?  Because they don’t want? and 

because they lack resources. The model maintains that citizens may be inactive 

participating because they lack resources, lack psychological engagement with politics. 

Also because their outside of recruitment networks that bring people into politics. 

Therefore the mode maintains that the social status and economic status determines to a 

large extent how much he or she participates in political activities. 

Simple model: 

This model was advocated by Alexander Kandall (2004). This model focuses on 

explaining the citizen’s decision of whether to vote or not vote as rational decision. The 

voters choose to vote if their personal benefit for a given election is less than their 

person cost for a given election. The model shows that poor economic conditions 

mobilize voters staying home rather than participating in elections. Also people do not 

participate in election if they feel that has no any benefit to them. 

The social psychological model: 

 This  model was propounded by Muller,(1972), with expectations-values norms theory- 

the model state that on the other hand individual are seen as utilitarian’s who calculate 

the benefits of the different courses of action. Thus citizen may not participate in 

election after realizing that elections could not benefit them. 

 

2.1.6 Democratization process 

Election is an important tool in any democratic government through which peoples 

representatives are obtained. In this particular regard, free and fair elections are seen as 

the salient features of democratization all over the world.   
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Humes (1961) maintain that prerequisite for representatives government is that the 

public has an opportunity to elect their representatives. Additionally Mackenzi (in  

Humes,1961), says free elections though not a supreme end are yet an advise of the 

highest value, because no one has invented a better political contrivance for securing in 

large societies two conditions are necessary for maintenance of government in any 

society 

a) Election can create a sentiment of popular consent and participation in 

public affairs, even when the government is so complex as to be beyond 

the direct understanding of the ordinary citizens. 

b) Elections provides orderly succession in government by peaceful transfer 

of authority to new rules when the time for the old rule to go, because of 

mortality or failure.  

Furthermore, many voices have advocated for the active participation of the population 

in government on local affairs and have thus pleaded for a strong local government with 

a wide of activities and freedom of decision and action. That means, the public must 

play an active and direct role on choosing their representatives, where citizens interests 

and influence may manifest itself in many ways but the most fundament once is 

purposefully voting for its representatives. It has been believed that the government 

especially democratic government around the world derives its power from the consent 

of its citizens. 

 

2.1.7 Justification for citizen’s participation in elections; 

Democratic  countries  under  the  Universe  attempts  to  their  level  best  to  ensure that  

people  participate actively  in  democratic  process  within  a  political  arena ,and  the  

Government  in  other   hand   should  be  responsible  to  citizens. Therefore, citizen 

participation  in  any  elections   is  more    important  in  exercising  democratic  

principles ,which  in  turn  their  daily  life  through  elected  leaders  who  are  vested  

with  powers  on  several  matters . 
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There  some  arguments  to  justify  why  citizens  should  participate  in  elections, 

including  the  following;. 

Citizens  participation  and  engagement  in  elections  are  typically  understood by  

administrators  as  among   many  strategies  made  by  different  governments  around   

the  world  for  gaining  advice, co-opting   pressures  and  improving  services 

(Brown,2006).In  this  context,  implies  that citizen participation  in  elections  to  large 

the  extent  gives   those   in  power  legitimacy  in  governing   the  states  matters .The   

important  issue  to  note is  that ,for  the citizens forms  of participation which  includes,  

election  pressure, public  deliberation, petition  or  other   conduits  to  function  

democratically,  all    affected  by  the   decisions  of   the  government  should  have  

equal   opportunity  to  influence  those  decisions  in  portion  to  their  stake  in  the  

outcome (Warren,2011). 

In the representatives  democracy ,election  time  is  a  key  moment  for  citizens  to  

express   their  preferences  and  influence  how  their   government  should   be   

governed. When  citizens  do  not  vote,  a  simple   implication  is  he  or she  refused  to  

exercise  the   right  of   expressing  their  preferences  to  the  government  so   as  to  

improve  performance  in  relation  to  service  delivery  in  the  country 

(CDD,2007).Therefore,  citizens  should not  only posing  most  of  their time   in  

blaming  the  government  when  their  satisfied  with  governments  performance  on   

handling   their   demands,  but  what  required  is  to  fire  their  leaders   through   

participating  actively  in  elections where good  leaders to handle  their  preferences  

would  be  obtained in a free  and  fair  ground. 

Provides an opportunity  for  citizens  to  evaluate  the  exercise of  political   power; in  

democratic  state, the  right  to  vote  symbolizes  the   expression   of  peoples  

sovereignty  in  the  management  of  public  affairs  including   public  policies 

(Mcfadyen,2012). To  the  higher   degree,  elections   allow  citizens  to  be  represented  

in  the  political  institutions,  thus  popular  voter  affirms  the  choice  of  

representatives  by  the  people  where  those  elected  at   all  levels  receives  their  
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mandates    from  the  voters  who  in   demand   regular  accounts  of  government  

actions  especially  to  politicians. Election  is a  primary  means   in  which  voters  may  

express  their   reactions  to  the  performance    of  the  government, that  is  to  say  

elections  is  the  most  valuable  mechanism  or  device  of  communication   between  

the  government  and  citizens  in  the  democratic  system.  It   is  believed  that  in  

democratic  governance,   a  broad –based  active  participation  by  the  electorate   on  

voting  day  is  the  best  guarantee  of  electing  a  government  truly  representative  of  

the  governed. 

Exercising  one  of  the  privileges  of  living  in  a  democratic  state; in a democratic  

societies  citizens  has  the right  to  vote . this  generally  considered  to  be  the  

precious  right  that  gives  voters  vital  role  in  the  choice  of  those  who  will  govern  

them. The  right  vote  at  any  level  of   election   is  without    doubt    the  most  

important  symbol  of  peoples  participation  in  public  affairs and  then  citizen  who  

posses  this  right  is  considered  to  have  a  privileged  status (Mcfadyen,2012). 

Moreover  citizens  having  a  opportunity to question the government  performance    

through  their  representatives  like  members  of the  parliament, councilors  and    the  

head  of   the  state or president. The government  in  most of  the  democratic  states  

provides voter  education  to  ensure  that  citizens  are  becoming  vigilant  on  state 

matters which in turn motivate citizens  to exercise  their privileged right. In  recognition  

to  the  importance  of  citizen’s  participation, it is  believed that, citizens  participation  

plays  an  important  role  on the  collective  problem    identification  and  problems  

solving. 

According  to warren (2008) Ideally  citizens  should  be  able  to  focus  their  lowest-

cost  resources  in placing   into  power  leaders  who  will  fight  most  of  their  battle 

and  protect most  of  their   interests. Generally  voting  is  only  cheapest   way  in  

which   citizens  can  place  into  power  the  government   that  would  take   into  

account  their  demands or  preferences  affecting   their   daily  lives.  
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Citizens   should  not  ignore  such  important  chance especially where they  are   

entitled to,  if   they  want to  have  a  democratic  government. 

 

2.1.8 Democratization process in Tanzania 

Tanzania as many democratic countries in the world attempts to practice the principles 

of democratic governance which includes the rule of law, free and fair elections, 

inclusiveness, transparency, accountability, fairness, responsiveness and others which 

are the major concern of democratic government. Furthermore, transparency and 

accountability, responsiveness, and promotion of human rights are highly emphasized by 

the government of Tanzania. 

 

2.1.9 The Legal and Institutional Framework Governing Elections (Electoral Laws 

(EL) 

There are several laws and legal frameworks that guide the conduct of elections in 

Tanzania. The principal ones for the general elections include the Constitution of the 

United Republic of Tanzania of 1977, the National Elections Act, (NEA) of 1985. Cap 

343 the Local Authorities (Elections) Act, 1979; the Political Parties Act, 1992 and the 

Election Expenses Act,(EEA) of 2010. But the presidential elections in Tanzania which 

held periodically after every  five years, and is   generally guided by the National 

Electoral Act No.1of 1985, Political Parties Act (PPA) of 1992. The NEA of 1985 

section 35 c (1) state that, every persons registered as a voter under this Act shall be 

entailed to vote for presidential elections. This is to say that voter’s qualification on 

presidential elections is well stipulated in the Act. Also presidential elections are guided 

by the EEA of 2010 the general election of 2010 witnessed the applications of such Act.  
 

2.1.10 The Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977 

The Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977 spells out fundamental 

rights and duties of individuals. It establishes the National Electoral Commission of 

Tanzania (NEC).  
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Political rights are also entrenched in the Constitution including the rights to vote; rights 

to equality before the law;  right to personal freedom; right to freedom of expression; 

right to freedom of association; freedom to participate in public affairs and other related 

rights. Furthermore, Article 8(1) (a) of the Constitution provides that, sovereignty 

resides in the people and it is from the people that, the government through the 

Constitution shall derive all its powers and authority. Peoples’ right to vote for the 

political leaders is one of the ways in which people exercise their power in the 

governance of the country, as the way of facilitating democratic governance in the 

country.  

 

The Constitution also provides for the procedures and requirements for presidential and 

parliamentary elections (including special seats). The special seats for women members 

of parliament (minimum of 30%) are elected by the NEC after submission of proposed 

names by the political parties. However, not all political parties are eligible to propose 

names. Apart from the constituency members and special seats, there are also five seats 

elected by the House of Representatives of Zanzibar, ten nominated by the President, the 

Attorney General (AG) who comes in as ex officio by virtue of his position and the 

Speaker. The Constitution also provides for the permanent voters register. 

 

 

2.1.11 The National Elections Act, of 1985.  

The National Election Act No.1.of 1985 is the main legislation which regulates elections 

of the President of the United Republic of Tanzania and the Members of Parliament. It 

recites the composition, responsibilities and mandate of the National Electoral 

Commission (NEC). It also provides for the powers to demarcate and designate 

administrative areas of Tanzania into constituencies and polling districts or centre; 

procedures of registered voters, including the management of the Permanent Voters 

National Register; nomination of presidential and parliamentary candidates; 

management of electoral campaigns; elections, voting and counting procedures for 

avoidance of the elections by election petition. 
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2.1.12 The Political Parties Act, 1992 

This is an Act that provides for the terms, conditions and procedures for registration of 

political parties and related matters. It creates the office of the Registrar of Political 

Parties and vests on him responsibilities of registering political parties in Tanzania. It 

also governs sources of funds for political parties the Elections Expenses Act (EEA) to 

become operational immediately after being assented by the President in early 2010. 

Therefore, it was used for the first time during the 2010 general elections. This Act 

makes provisions for the funding of nomination process, election campaigns and 

elections with a view of controlling the use of funds and prohibited practices in the 

nomination process. This Act makes provisions for allocation; management and 

accountability of funds by political parties during the general elections of 2010 govern 

the elections expenses.  

The Act intends to tighten government’s efforts to curb corruption in Particular by 

controlling the use of funds and curb illegal practices in all electoral process. The Act 

requires each political party to conduct and fund its election campaigns by utilizing its 

own funds from the source stipulated under the Political Parties Act, 1992. It also puts 

limitation of election expenses to a maximum amount as set out by the responsible 

Minister. The limitation is based on prescribed criteria, including the size of the electoral 

constituency.  For the purpose of improving the Election process, various amendments 

were made in the Electoral process from the Registration of Voter to the Declaration of 

results. A total of 15 amendments were made in the Election Laws. Moreover, the 

establishment of the Election Expenses Act, 2010 contributed to further amendments in 

the Election Laws. 

 

2.1.13   Electoral Institutions (EI)  

There are several authorities which manage electoral process in Tanzania, which include 

the National Electoral Commission of Tanzania (NEC) and the Registrar of Political 

Parties, law enforcers, anti-corruption bureau (PCCB) and the Controller and Auditor 

General.  
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The presidential elections are also involving external observers such as the AU Elections 

Observers Mission (AUEOM) and SADC Elections Observers Mission (SEOM). 

 

2.1.14  The Electoral Process in Tanzania 

The  political  process in  Tanzania particularly  basing  on election  process  has  been 

stipulated  within various  electoral  laws  and Acts, under  these  legal  basis National  

Electoral Commission  govern and  set guidelines regarding  elections. 

Registration of voters 

In Tanzania presidential election is held after every five years through free and fair 

election. However in order to cast a vote at any election for the presidential, 

parliamentary and council, citizens or voters must first be registered for that purpose. 

Furthermore in order to insure voters registration in different parts of the country, 

Permanent National Voters Register (PNVR) was inaugurated in 2004 and is updated 

from time to time NEC. After 2005 general elections, the NEC updated the PNVR at two 

times in 2007/2008 and 2009/2010. In this context voters are ordinary not fight to 

confirm or update their status when they change their resident and when on elections or 

by election is eminent (NEC, 2010). 

Nomination of the candidates 

Tanzania like any other democratic state the elections process begins with the 

nomination of the candidate who are sponsored by political parties which have obtained 

permanent registration and the Political Parties Act ( PPA).According to the electoral 

laws that guiding any kind of elections in Tanzania each political party sponsoring 

candidate for presidential, parliamentary and councils elections must formerly submit 

the names of their respective candidates to the National Electoral Commission in this 

regard for presidential elections there must be at least 200 nominators from at least 10 

region including 2 or more from Zanzibar moreover nominators must be registered 

voters to the purposes of the intended elections, there after the NEC determine the 

nominations day for the filling of nominations for presidential and parliamentary posts. 
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Political election campaigns 

The NEC fixes the period and deadline of election campaigns, also directing on how and 

when elections campaign are carried out. According to the electoral laws in Tanzania 

elections campaign involve candidates from different political parties recognize and 

registered by National Electoral Commission. During electoral campaign political 

parties are required to observe rules and regulations set by responsible bodies in order to 

ensure peace and security are prevailing all over the country. Moreover it should be 

noted that election campaign in Tanzania end on the day immediately preceding the 

elections day. 

The Regulations of Election in Election Day 

In respect to democratic principles Tanzania conduct general elections which are 

normally held once every five years at three simultaneous and concurrent levels that is to 

say for the presidential post and vice president, members of the parliament and 

councilors. Separate ballot facilities are arranged of those three levels at each polling 

station. Therefore Nation Election and Local Authorities Election Act provide for voters 

qualifications in voting on elections. The following are the numbers of conditions to be 

observed during Election Day.  

 

Every Tanzanian resident citizen aged 18 and above who is also mentally fit with valid 

voters card issued for the polling stations where he/she suppose to vote. More 

importantly voters must ensure that his/her name is appeared in the PNVR. Moreover 

foreign resident according to the national elections laws cannot register to vote and this 

may include refugees, are credited diplomatic staff or citizens of East Africa Community 

who reside in Tanzania or who are employed as resident staff of East Africa Community 

organ in Tanzania. 

A lost or defaced voter’s card can be replaced to the registration office or assistance at 

any convenient time on production of satisfactory proof of loss of a voter card. Also 

there is a Proof of lawful registration includes an appropriate entry of the voter’s card in 

the PNVR and the relevant portion of the register in available et each polling station, 
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district, and constituency. Before the voters received a ballot at poling point the card will 

be checked against voters register. Also according to the elections laws voting will take 

place at the stations or places already designated by the NEC. 

 

Procedures of voting in Election Day 

Before the start of the voting at each polling station, at each polling agent shall be 

required by  presiding officer to submit in the prescribed manner any complaint 

received, or any statement of his or her satisfaction on the voting arrangement in the 

polling station. Every voter shall prevent himself or herself to satisfy the presiding 

officer of the polling station that he or she is entitled, and codified to vote, at that station 

by producing his or her voting card. Voters with disabilities may ask for assistance from 

a person of their choice other than the presiding officer, polling assistants or polling 

agent. 

Voters shall be given a ballot paper  after producing  to  the presiding  officer  a valid 

voters card  or identity for polling station, and after verifying that  their respective names  

are recorded  in  the  voters register at   the  station  and  after  that  ballot  paper is 

performed  and  stamped with  an  official mark .The number  of  the  voters  in the 

register  shall  be  marked  on  the counterfoil  to  show  that  a ballot  has been received 

by  the  voters. 

Where  any voter  has  a  complaint  on  the  conduct  of  voting  in   polling  station  or  

polling  district   where he or  she  is  registered, such  voter  may  submit  a  complaint   

in  the  prescribed  form to  the  presiding  before  or   immediately  after  voting,  but  

before   leaving  the  polling  station. The  complaint  shall  be  recorded   in   the  

presence  of  the  polling   agent,  if  the  complaint  concerns   the  conduct   of  the  

presiding   officer. Note that  in  presence     of   the  polling   agent,  the  presiding  

officer  may   request  explain  to  illiterate  voters  the  procedures for  voting . 

After  voting  process –the  followed  task   is  to  count  votes   of  both  presidential, 

parliamentary  and  councilors  elections  cast  at  particular  polling  station.  
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Votes    shall   be  counted   at   that  polling   station, save   and   except  for  security  

reasons  or  on   account   of  inadequate  counting  space. Every polling  agent  

appointed  by  a  political  party  shall  be  the  counting  agent  of  candidate   who  

appointed  him  or  her. 

Counting  of votes  cast  at   every  station   shall  be  carried   out  continuously   and  at  

the  conclusion  of  each  step  the  candidate  or  their  polling   agent  shall  require  to  

record  a  statement   in  a  prescribed  form  whether  they   are  satisfied  or  they  have  

any  complaint  in  relation  to  the  counting  process  of  the  votes  cast .Therefore,  

every  statement  recorded  and  submitted   by  the  presiding  officer  to  the  returning   

officer  shall  be  confirmed  by  the  signatures  of   polling  agent, presiding  officer   

and  polling   assistant. 

Final  totaling   of  votes, the returning  officer  shall   supervise  the computation  or  

aggregation  of  presidential,   parliamentary  and  councilors votes  in  the  exclusion  of   

the assistant returning officer, Regional  Election  coordinator,  a  member of  

commission,  Director  of  election  or  electoral  office.  The  candidates,  accounting  

agent, a  police  officer or  person  responsible  for  the  security  at  the  place  of  

counting   and  observers  authorized  in writing by commission. 

Declaration  of  the  results; The  returning   officer  shall  declare   results  of  the  

elected  or  wining  candidates ,after  counting  with   notification  to  the   candidates  

and   send  a  report   to  the  National  Electoral  Commission,  including    complaints  

raised  at  each  step  and  measures  to  be  undertaken  on those  complaints.  Then  the  

National   Electoral  Commission   shall  publish  results   of  votes in  the  Gazette   in  

respect   of  each  constituency  or  Local  authority. 

2.2 Empirical Literature review 

Various studies related to this study, have been done by different researchers. Therefore 

for the purpose of undertaking this thesis the researcher reviewed different research 

works.  
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Powell’s (1986) study has laid the ground for the comparative study of macro level 

turnouts. Focusing on 20 industrialized nations around 1960 and 1980, Powell finds 

three institutional variables that include compulsory voting, proportional electoral 

system, and more registered citizens to be positively elected factor to turnout. Sub-

sequent study by Jack man, (1987) & Jack man and Muller, (1995) which also focus on 

western industrialized countries, most confirm the above institutionalized factor but add 

the close races and unicameral system entice people to cast their ballot at the electoral 

booth. 

 Blais &Dobrzynska (1990) examined citizen’s participation basing on 324 elections in 

different democratic countries in both developed and developing countries   around the 

global since 1971 and 1995 and they find that citizens participation in elections   to be 

highest in small densely populated countries in which the national lower house is 

decisive and close as well as held under PR system with relatively few parties where 

voting is compulsory and the minimum voting age is 21. Their study has shown  that  

electoral   system  and  voting   system  contribute to  low turnout  of   citizen`s 

participation in elections to many  countries  in the  world .Their   study  has  attempted 

to determine the factors that drive macro level turnouts. Some of these study have taken 

are global perspective for example Pintor, Gratschew and Sullivan 2002) and Endersby 

& Krieckhaus (2008), and others focused on regional point of view like eastern Europe 

by Kostadinova (2003) and South east Asia by Tayler (1996). These studies find rather 

solid evidence that, compulsory voting is primary determinant for higher citizen’s 

participation turnouts in elections. 

The weak political parties, voters registration laws, complicated electoral system,low 

social capital, voting procedures and psychology seems to be the factors for low turnout 

citizens participation in elections as revealed within the research of  Daniel Robert 

(2009) who, investigated the low voter’s turnouts on presidential election in the United 

States of America 
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Patlyons and Richard Sinnott, (2003) researched on examining voters turnout in the 

Republic of Ireland. The  study findings reveals that, main factors determining the low 

voters turnouts (low citizens participation in elections) includes lack of political 

knowledge, political corruptions, political inefficiency, lack of skills to process political 

relevant information and social class to citizens.   

An investigation undertaken by Chaligha, (2008) basing on examining citizen’s 

participation in planning and local elections in six councils namely Mwanza City 

Council, Ilala Municipal Council, Iringa District Council, Kilosa District Council, 

Bagamoyo Distirct Council and Moshi District Council. This study find that , citizens 

did not participate fully in elections due to the fact that , people are not interested with 

elections, lack of information, voting  impediment, political justification for not voting, 

age limits and ignorance of citizens to elections.  

Findings from Herron`s( 1998) research basing on examining voters turnout in the 

Presidential election in United States show that, major issues relating to low voters 

turnout in presidential election, is complex voter’s registration laws, which  contribute to 

the large extent some voters not being registered for voting.  

Fraga and Eitan, (2010) has made an investigation on voting costs and voters turnouts in 

competitive elections in the United States. The findings from the study show that voting 

costs like bad weather which   accompanied with heavy rainfall and snow also 

inadequate political campaigns limit voters to participate fully in voting during the 

Election Day.  

The study of Scruggs and Stockemer, (2009) researched on the impact of inequality on 

turnouts. Findings from the study indicate that low voters turnouts in election  is the 

result of clientelism  and  corruption  also the found that, system  with  no compulsory 

voting   in  most  countries  tend  to  lower  turnout of  citizen’s participation  in  

elections  at national  and  local  levels.  
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Further research have been made by  Zoltan and Lewis (2003) basing on assessing 

Municipal Institutions and Voters Turnout in local elections at Califonia, has a 

significant implications towards  citizen`s participation in elections. Results of the  study 

comfirmed that , most  of people in  califonia  do  not participate  in  elections due  to  

the  fact  that,  they  have no  opportunity  to  communicate  their   interests, preferences  

and     making  an  important  decisions. The  study  also  show  that,  unclear   policy  

set-up  is  discourages  citizens  participation  in political  activities especially  elections. 

Burden(2009) has investigated  the  dynamics  effects  of  education on voters  turnout 

.In  his  study  burden  came  up  with some    findings  that  indicate    low voters  

turnout   or  citizens  participation  in elections is very  much  associated  with  the  

decline  of  mobilization and    the  decline  of  education  to  citizens. 

An investigation that have been done by Hibbing and Theiss-morse (2002) basing on the 

citizens views of participation in the United States found that ,citizens  do not  

participate  in  political activities especially  elections  simply because  they do  not like  

politics in  a  sense  that   their  trust  over  politicians  is  often  disappointed  which  in  

turn  reinforces  disaffection .Failure  of  politicians  to  meet and  implement  their  

promises  to  citizens is a  major  concern to the  problem. 

The work of Clack (2010) explored the low turnout in the European parliamentary    

elections and generally the findings  has evidenced that  citizens  do  not  participate  in  

elections  due  to lack  of  knowledge  on  a particular   election, citizens perceptions  on 

particular election  and  lack  of  public   interests  are  the  critical   issues  that  has  

contributed  to  low turnout  of  citizens  participation in the  elections.  

The significance study have been made by TADIP (2009)   basing on the Public views 

on   Civic Elections, in Dar es Salaam. In   relation  to low turnout of citizen`s in 

elections,  the  study   found that,  Voters Register  discourages  voters  participation, but 

further the study find  that  lack  of  civic  education and citizens  empowerment    

between  elections    is  also  the  problems  that  contribute  to  low turnout of citizen 

participation. 
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2.3 Research gap 

The empirical review from the previous studies has been made focusing on examining 

citizen’s participation in several elections. However previous studies has left significant 

gaps in our understanding on how to measure exactly the outcomes of citizens 

participation in presidential elections and little attention has been paid in promoting 

political socialization . Also very limited studies undertaken specifically on citizen`s 

participation in presidential elections within  a single local government authorities 

.Furthermore,  no research  has been done focusing on citizen`s participation in 

presidential elections at Kigoma Municipal Council, specifically on why  low Citizen`s 

participation  in presidential elections .In previous studies methodological gaps has 

appeared in a sense that ,most of the studies has used secondary data with the exception 

of few of them.  The usage of   secondary   data and forgetting primary data, might 

provides irrelevant information relating to citizen`s participation in presidential election. 

Therefore, this study intends to find out factors for low citizens participation turnout in 

presidential elections in a specified single Local Government Authority.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction  

This part, consists six parts, starting with research design, Area of study, population of 

the study, units of inquiry, sample and sampling procedures, data collection methods as 

well as data coding, entry, analysis and interpretation. 

 

3.1 Research design 

Research design refers to the arrangement of conditions for collection and analysis of 

data in a manner that aims to combine relevance to the research purpose with economy 

in procedure (Kothari, 2004). This study employed research design methodology that 

has been used in a case study. A case study is not a single qualitative technique but it 

uses several methodologies, that is, triangulation (Warioba, 2008). The reason to select 

research design methodology was to allow the study to be investigated and examined in 

depth the research problem.   

 

3.2 Study area 

The study area was Kigoma Municipal council which is among of more than 130 local 

government authorities in Tanzania. Kigoma Municipal Council is located in the eastern 

shore of Lake Tanganyika. This Town is a lake port in western Tanzania, eastern shore 

of Lake Tanganyika and close to boarder with Burundi. According to the census of 2002 

Kigoma urban had a population of 144257(KMC, 2011) and acting as the capital 

surrounding Kigoma Region. 
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3.3 Study population  

The population of the study was 70 people whereby each of the identified was 

participated in the study. The following units have been involved in this study; 

Municipal Director, Mayor, Councilors, Citizens, Representatives of political parties, 

and Ward Executive Officers. 

 

3.4 Sample size and sampling techniques 

3.4.1 Sample size 

The sample of the study  included 70 respondents; where by 48 respondents have been  

sampled from citizens, 10 respondents from councilors,   3 respondents from different 

political parties,7 respondents from Ward Executive Officers,2 respondents from top 

management(Municipal Director and Mayor). The Researcher used this sample size 

because of limited time and fund and the researcher believes that this sample is optimum 

at the sense that it can fulfill the requirements of efficiency, representativeness, 

reliability and flexibility, as suggested by Kothari (1990) that sample size should be 

optimum because optimum sample is one which fulfills the requirements of efficiency, 

representativeness, reliability and flexibility.. 

Table 3: Sample size 

Inquiry selected                                Sample                           Percentage (%) 

Mayor 1 1.4 

Municipal Director 1 1.4 

Councilors 10 14.2 

Representatives of political parties 3 4.2 

Ward Executives Officers 7 10 

Citizens 48 68.5 

Total 70 100 

Source: Researcher (2013). 
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3.4.2 Sampling techniques 

The both probability sampling and non probability sampling was applied in this research 

to enable the study to investigate sample from the entire population.  

 

3.4.3 Probability Sampling 

In probability sampling, the stratified sampling and simple random sampling was been 

used to ensure that samples are drawn from each stratum. Kigoma Municipal Council 

was divided into twelve stratums according to her wards as mentioned in study area; all 

twelve wards within Kigoma municipal were involved in the study. In avoiding biasness, 

the simple random sampling has been combined with stratified sampling. 

 

3.4.4 Non Probability Sampling 

This is type of sampling whereby there is no equal chance to be involved in study. 

Purposely the researcher has chosen some people who seemed to be crucial in the study. 

Therefore in this consideration, Municipal Director, Mayor and Representatives of 

political parties were purposively chosen. 

 

3.5. Methods of data collection 

Mainly we have two methods of data collection which are primary data collection 

method and secondary data collection method. The study involved both methods of data 

collection in collecting adequate information. Primary data collection methods involved 

questionnaires, observations and interviews while secondary data collection method 

involved the documentary review resources.  

 

3.5.1 Primary source of data 

The primary source of data includes the following methods of data collection; 

questionnaires and interview in obtaining adequate information. 
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3.5.1.1 Interview  

 This study employed structured and non structured interview method of data collection, 

where by 20 respondents was interviewed with the purpose of capturing information, the 

views and attitudes of the respondents. In strengthening an investigation the focused 

Group Discussion was introduced.   

 

3.5.1.2 Questionnaire  

In obtaining primary data the researcher  used structured questionnaire, where by open 

and closed questionnaires was distributed to 50 respondents with the aim of giving  

respondents adequate time to think well thought answers and  to refer various documents 

if necessary (Kothari, 2004).  

 

3.5.1.3 Observation  

Observation method of data collection was also used in this study where by the 

researcher observed that, the people of Kigoma Municipality are rapidly developing the 

tendencies of mistrusting the incumbent Government and the political system existing in 

Tanzania. 

 

3.5.2 Secondary source of data 

In the initial stage of the study the researcher obtained data from related documents 

collected at various places such as the Kigoma Municipal profiles, Mzumbe Library and 

electronic sources. The information was very fundamental for the researcher to 

understand and be familiar with the subject understudied and be in a good position to 

establish the gap to be covered. 
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3.6 Data processing and analysis 

Data analysis means the computation of certain induces or measures along with 

searching for patterns of relationship that exist among the  data groups 

(Warioba,2008).Data obtained in the field were processed and analyzed by using 

Microsoft excel and SPSS program to make this study meaningful and presentable. 

 

 3.6.1. Data processing 

In this study structured interview questions and questionnaires have been checked so as 

to provide answers relating with questions whereby in appropriate answers was 

discarded. Thereafter answers from open ended questions have been coded for data entry 

and data entry template was created by using Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

(SPSS) program and micro-soft office excel. 

 

3.6.2 Data analysis  

Data collected from primary sources and secondary sources was processed and analyzed 

by using statistical packaging for social sciences (SPSS) program or Microsoft office 

excel. The descriptive statistics including frequencies and percentages have been used in 

this study. Qualitative data was processed by categorizing, summarizing and presenting 

them by using tables and figures. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESEARCH 

FINDINGS 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results and discussion of the study and it includes the personal 

characteristics of the respondents, general objectives of the study and procedures used to 

meet those objectives. The data collected was processed and analyzed by using statistical 

packaging for social sciences (SPSS) Program. Another issue is about research themes 

which start by identifying frequencies and percentages for most selected and preferred 

answers under each specific question with the intentions of answering the main question 

of the study. 

 

4.1 Personal characteristics of the respondents  

The essentiality and importance of knowing the personal wellbeing of the respondents is 

based on the facts that, it makes the data or information obtained from all important 

parts needed in my study. Also knowing personal characteristics of the respondents help 

a researcher to determine the validity and genuine of data collected in the field. In this 

research respondents personal details were clearly analyzed particularly  basing on the  

age, sex and education level of the respondents which to the large extent has a great 

contribution in determining the best answers regarding questions that have been  

supplied to the respondents by a researcher. 

Table 4: Ages of Respondents 

Age group Frequency Percentage (%) 

18-30 30 43 

31-50 5 7 

51-60 35 50 

Total 70 100 

Source: Study findings, 2013 
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Figure 2 Respondents by Age 
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Sorce: Field data (2013) 

 

As shown in Figure 4. the respondents with the age of 18-30 were about 42.8%, while 

the 50% of the respondents lied in the age between 31-50 and 7.1% was covered by the 

respondents with the age of 51-60. 

 

4.1.2 Respondents by Education Level 

In this study, it was very important to cross check the education level of the respondents 

for determination of the sensible and genuine answers. Mostly higher education level 

widens up the level of understanding and generates self-confidence. Therefore 

respondents with high education level are mostly likely to be more access to important 

and valuable information and data, that particular occasion highly enable a researcher to 

come up with relevant, accurate and sensible findings.  
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Table 5: Level of Education of the Respondents 

Education Level Frequency Percentage (%) 

Secondary  15 21 

Diploma 20 29 

Certificates  10 14 

Degree  25 36 

Total 70 100 

Source: Study findings,( 2013) 

 

Figure.3 Respondents by Education Level 
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Source: Field data (2013) 

Figure.5, Above shows that the education level of the respondents in this study have 

been grouped into four main categories which includes, the level of secondary education 

account to 21%, the level of Diploma 29%, certificate 14%,while the respondents with 

bachelor Degree were 36% and other levels of education score 0%. 
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4.1.3 Respondents by Sex  

The consideration of sex of the respondents was also important in this study for avoiding 

biasness and ensures that data and information comes from various groups of people 

with different sex. In this study the respondents of both sex have been asked so as to 

make data and information more representative, however the number of respondents 

sampled from males and females were not equal. 

 

Table 6: Respondents by Sex 

Sex Frequency Percentage (%) 

Male 55 66 

Female 15 34 

Total 70 100 

Source; study findings,2013 

Figure 4 Respondents by Sex 
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Source; Field data (2013) 

The figure 6, above shows the sex distribution of the respondents, where by 55(79%) of 

the respondents sampled were male and the frequency of female respondents account to 

15(21%) were sampled in the study. 
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4.2 Study Objectives  

This study was expected to assess Citizen`s Participation in presidential Elections 

particularly in Kigoma Municipal Council. In order to answer the main objective the 

three major themes was taken into account including Examining Citizen`s participation 

in presidential Elections, Assessment of Citizen`s awareness on the importance of 

presidential Elections and Exploring the reasons for low turnout of Citizens participation 

in presidential Elections, Recommendations for motivating Citizens participation in 

presidential Elections. 

 

4.3 Examining citizen’s participation in Presidential Elections 

In examining citizen’s participation in presidential election in at Kigoma Municipal 

Council different categories of respondents were asked including top management, 

councilors, citizens, Ward Executive Officers and the representatives of political parties. 

The above particular respondents were selected in recognition of their valuable 

information and ideas in this part. Therefore   this aspect had the following results;  

Table 7: Citizen’s participation in Presidential Elections 

Citizen’s participation in Presidential Elections (N=70) Frequency Percent (%) 

Citizen’s participate effectively   20 29 

Citizen’s do not participate effectively   50 71 

Total 70 100 

Source; Study findings (2013) 
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Figure 5 Citizen’s participation in Presidential Elections 
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Source: Field data (2013) 

Figure.7, above reveal that, 20 respondents ( 29%) of the total respondents said that 

Citizens at Kigoma Municipality participate effectively in presidential Election and 

other 50 respondents account 71% said, Citizens at Kigoma Municipality do not 

participate effectively in presidential Election. Furthermore the above data to the large 

extent reflects the actual presidential election results of 2010,which show that only 

42925 citizens out of 98599 eligible voters  participated effectively in the whole 

electoral processes, whereby candidates from  seven political parties including Kuga 

Peter Mziray (APPT-maendeleo),KikweteJ.Mrisho(CCM),Slaa Wilbload Peter 

(CHADEMA),Rungwe Hashim Spunda(NCCR-Mageuzi),Mgaywa Muttamwege 

Bhatt(TLP), Lipumba Ibrahim Haruna(CUF) and Dovutwa Y.N Dovutwa( UPDP) was 

competed in the 2010 Presidential and the general results regarding citizens participation 

to each political party is preciously illustrated in the table 4.5.2. 
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Table 8: General Citizen`s participation in 2010 Presidential election at Kigoma 

Municipal council. 

Name of candidate Political party Votes accumulated  Percentage (%) 

1.Kuga Peter Mziray APPT-Maendeleo 116 0.269 

2.Kikwete Jakaya Mrisho CCM 30,402 70.4339 

3.Slaa Wilbload Peter CHADEMA 10,891 25.233 

4.Lipumba Ibrahim Haruna CUF 827 1.916 

5.Rungwe Hashim Spunda NCCR-Mageuzi 123 0.285 

6.Mgaywa Muttamwege Bhatt TLP 11 0.025 

7.Dovutwa Y. N Dovutwa UPDP 09 0.021 

Source: KMC  (2013). 

 

Figure 6 General Citizen`s participation in 2010 Presidential election at Kigoma 

Municipal council. 
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Citizen’s participation in presidential election of 2010 at Kigoma Municipality varied 

from one ward to another. In 2010 presidential election Kigoma municipalityhad19 

wards that includes Kipampa, Kasimbu,Gungu,Katubuka,Kigoma,Buhanda,Kasingirima, 

Mwangakaskazini,Majengo,Buzebazeba,Rubanga,Bangwe,Kibirizi,Machinjioni,Businde

,Kagera,Rusimbi,Kitongani and Mwanga kaskazini in which their people participated 

differently on such particular election. The turnout of citizen’s participation in 

presidential election of 2010 seems to be high in electoral campaigns and registration 

processes compared to voting for candidates. The table 4.5.3 indicates the number of 

eligible voters and those who participated in voting for 2010 presidential election in each 

ward of Kigoma municipality. 
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Table 9: Citizen`s participation in 2010 Presidential election in wards level 

Name of Ward No. of Eligible Voters No. of votes casted Turnout in Percentage 

1.Kipampa 9944 1682 16.9 

2.Kasimbu 2287 1109 48.4 

3.Gungu 10661 4788 44.9 

4.Katubuka 7575 3002 39.6 

5.Kigoma 4290 1492 34.7 

6.Buhanda 1704 1051 61.6 

7.Mwanga Kusini 7952 3059 38.4 

8.Kasingirima 1586 834 52.5 

9.Buzebazeba 8084 3354 41.4 

10.Majengo 2650 1387 52.3 

11.Rubanga 1370 771 56.2 

12.Bangwe 5994 2438 40.6 

13.Businde 1155 726 62.8 

14.Kibirizi 10546 5348 50.7 

15.Machinjioni 1773 952 53.6 

16.Kagera 3499 1905 54.4 

17.Kitongoni 3586 1667 46.4 

18.Rusimbi 4581 1895 41.3 

19.Mwanga Kaskazini 15662 5471 34.9 

Source: KMC (2013) 
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Figure 7 Citizen`s participation in 2010 Presidential election in wards level 
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Therefore, according to data above the turnout of citizens participation in 2010 

presidential election at Kigoma Municipality was generally very low compared to all 

previous elections due to the facts that had only 43.5% of voter’s turnout. From this 

particular regard it is arguably to say that, people at kigoma municipality do not 

participate effectively in presidential election especially in voting during the Election 

Day 

 

4.4 Presidential Elections Vs Citizen`s participation 

This part intends to examine the extent to which presidential elections depends on 

citizen`s participation. In obtaining data and information various groups of respondents 

were interviewed and some of them filled the questionnaires. The respondents were, 

Citizens, ward executive officers, councilors, representatives of political parties and top 

management including the mayor and municipal director. The results of such 

examination were; 
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Table 10: Presidential Elections Vs Citizen`s participation 

Respondents Perceptions Frequency  Percentage (%) 

Presidential elections should depend on citizens participation 64 91 

Presidential election should not depend on citizens participation  

6 

 

9 

Total  70 100 

Source: Field data (2013) 

Figure 8 Presidential Elections Vs Citizen`s participation. 
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The above table is based on examining the extent in which presidential elections 

depends on citizens participation, where by respondents of different categories were 

asked and the 6 respondents which is 9% of the total respondents said that, presidential 

elections should  not necessarily depend on citizen`s participation. Also other 64 (81%) 

respondents who were asked said that, like other elections, presidential elections 

depends on citizen`s participation. The respondents have said that citizen`s participation 

is very important in sense that, it allow citizens to obtain president of the majority who 

in turn would fulfill the people`s demands. 
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4.5 Exploring reasons behind the low turnout of Citizen`s participation in 

Presidential Elections 

For exploring reasons behind the low turnout of citizens participation in 2010 

Presidential Elections at Kigoma  Municipality, various groups of respondents including 

the citizens, councilors, political parties representatives, were interviewed and supplied 

with questionnaires and they gave their ideas and answers according to the questions 

being asked. 

In this particular part, about 13 respondents (19%) of all respondents said that, they 

know nothing about the reasons for low turnout of citizens participation in Presidential 

election at Kigoma Municipality in the other hand there is 57 (81%) of the respondents 

who said there is a number of factors that leads into low turnout. Those factors includes 

lack of fairness in elections results declaration, lack of accurate information of voters in 

the PVNR, lack of citizens political consciousness , poor voting system, citizens 

attitudes and perceptions. 

Citizen’s altitudes and perceptions over Presidential elections and other election at 

Kigoma Municipal council tends to make citizens isolating themselves from 

participating actively in elections. Muller (1972) says individuals are generally seen as 

utilitarian`s who calculates the benefits of the different courses of actions, similarly to 

the citizens of Kigoma Municipality perceive that, the incumbent party and its 

government did not fulfill citizen`s demands, as a results people sees elections has no 

benefit to their life and therefore tends to ignore participating in presidential elections. 

One of the respondents was quoted saying.  

Ndugu yangu  siwezi kupoteza muda  wangu kwa kushiriki katika uchaguzi wa 

rais kwa sababu wanaofaidika ni viongozi wananchi tunaishia kunawa tu! Kula 

ni wao mimi siyo mjinga sidanganyiki. 
 

Poor Voting system is a great problem for active citizen`s participation in Presidential 

elections at Kigoma Municipality. Most of the respondents asked said that, the voting 

system especially during the election day is locally organized and too boring in a sense 

that makes people standing in a long lines for a long time waiting for voting, therefore 
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the situation to the higher degree discourages citizen`s participation in elections. 

Another crucial factor for low turnout of citizen`s participation in Presidential election is 

the permanent voters national registrar which mostly lacks accuracy voters information 

due to fact that, during the election day some voters details are missing which in turn 

discard them in voting .Another respondents was heard saying. 

Mfumo huu wa kupiga kura si mzuri kwani wapiga kura husimama muda mrefu 

kwenye mistari wakisubiri kupiga kura,hivyo watu wengine huo kama usumbufu 

mkubwa kwao na hatimaye kususia zoezi zima la upigaji kura. 

Also the respondents said that, PVNR is designed in a way that, voters are only required 

to participate in voting during election day, where he or she was registered and therefore 

because people are mobile moving from one place to another, searching for better life 

and other business, some do not participate if the election day alive when they are out of 

their registered stations and this automatically leads into low turnout of citizens 

participation in different elections.In this aspect a certain respondent was quoted saying; 

kuna mapungufu na matatizo mengi yanayosababishwa na utaratibu mbovu 

kabis wa daftari la kudumu la mpiga kura hapa Tanzania, kwa mfano mtu 

analazimika kupiga kura sehemu aliyojiandikisha tu hata hivyo siku ya kupiga 

kura watu hujikuta majina yao hayamo kwenye hilo daftari wakati 

walijiandikisha, hii huchangia wengi kushindwa kupiga kura. 

 Fear of violence in polling stations, at Kigoma Municipality is considered to be among 

of the factor that leads into low turnout of citizen’s participation. The recent years 

several elections held at kigoma was associated with political violence, where by some 

of people were wounded and this made citizens isolating themselves in electoral 

processes Furthermore, lack of fairness to NEC especially in declaration of the elections 

results is seen as one of the issues that makes citizens developing a concept that, 

elections have nothing new rather than NEC`s wish and thus dislike to participate in 

several elections. 
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Therefore, despite the various factors described above, some of them seem to have more 

impact on low turnout of citizen’s participation than others. The 70 respondents were 

asked, where by 20(29%) respondents said the localized voting is the great factor for low 

citizens participation, 18(26%) said the poor system of PVNR is a major problem while 

22(31%) of the respondents said lack of adequate citizens political consciousness to 

large extent leads into low turnout of citizens participation and about 10(14%) 

respondents in their side, citizens perceptions over elections is crucial factor.   The 

figure below shows their difference in percentage. 

 

Table 11: Factors for low turnout of citizen’s participation in election 

Factors for low turnout of citizen’s participation in election Frequency  Percentage (%) 

The localized voting system  20 29 

Lack of citizens political consciousness  22 31 

Poor system of PVNR 18 26 

Citizens perception 10 14 

Total  70 100 

Source; Field data (2013) 

Figure 9 Factors for low turnout of citizen’s participation in election 
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4.6 The awareness of Citizens participation on the importance of Presidential 

elections 

The major concern of this aspect was to assess the awareness of citizens on the 

importance of participating in Presidential elections .In the assessment there were 

different respondents including the citizens, councilors, political parties representatives 

and ward executive officers whom were asked by interviews and questionnaires. 

 

Table 12: Awareness of Citizens on the importance of Presidential election 

Awareness of citizens on the importance of presidential election (N=70) Frequency Percent (%) 

Citizen’s aware on the importance of presidential election   15 21 

Citizen’s who are aware on the importance of presidential election   55 79 

Total 70 100 

Source; Field data (2013) 

Figure 10 Awareness of Citizens on the importance of Presidential election 
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The above figure, shows the results of the assessed respondents on the importance of 

presidential election where 15(21%) respondents said that citizens are aware on the 

importance of the presidential election but 55(79%) of the total respondents said that 
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citizens are not aware on that particular case. The above data provide a clear indication 

that, majority of citizens is not versed with knowledge on the importance of presidential 

elections thus why their level of participation are very low. 

 

4.7 The ways of motivating Citizen’s to participation in Presidential elections at 

KMC 

In searching for what measures to be undertaken in rectifying the problem of low turnout 

of citizen`s participation in presidential elections at Kigoma Municipal council, 

respondents from different categories of people have been interviewed and  there was 

56(80%)of the respondents who  had the following recommendations in responding low 

turnout of citizen`s participation in presidential elections. 

In order to ensure that citizens participation in presidential election in Kigoma urban 

becomes higher the respondents recommended that, voting places should be improved in 

terms of its infrastructures such as having resting places around polling stations so that 

tiredness and bore some to voters being smashed out, because people do not participate 

actively in the election due to the existing system which is too boring. Among the of 

interviewed respondents one was saying; 

Naishauri serikali na vyama vya siasa kuwa ili  kuongeza kiwango cha ushiriki 

wa watu katika chaguzi mbalimbali siyo tu wa Urais ni lazima mazingira ya 

vituo vya kupigia kura kama vile kujenga sehemu za kupumuzikia pamoja 

vinywaji au chakula ikiwezekana ili kuwavutia watu na kutojisikia kuchoshwa na 

zoezi la kupiga kura 

They also recommended that,  majority of people do not participate in elections because 

they are not aware on the importance of the political participation particularly in 

presidential elections, therefore political mobilization should be adequately undertaken 

by different stakeholders in the society. In this context I quoted a respondents saying.  

My friend this is among of the least privileged place in terms of education 

therefore even civic education and political mobilization is low, so the 

government and others in this town stakeholder are required to ensure that 

provision of civic education are promoted. 
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Moreover, respondents recommended that there should be establishment of the 

comprehensive voters data storage system especially in the Permanent Voters National 

Registrar .According to the respondent establishing the good system would enhance the 

presence of accurate data and voters information that enabling people to participate 

actively in elections. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents conclusive remarks of the study. The chapter is organized into 

three main parts whereby part one is conclusion of the study, part two study 

recommendations and part three deals with areas for further studies. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

Findings from this study conclude that, citizen’s participation in 2010 presidential 

election at Kigoma Municipality was subsequently low. More important to note is that, 

Citizens are currently developing the tendencies of the disengagement in political 

activities especially presidential elections and other elections to the maximum level and 

this situation largely threats the main ideal of Democratization processes. This research 

observed that, the collapse of citizen’s political will to participate in democratic 

processes and subsequently low turnout in several elections at Kigoma Municipality is 

very much  attributed by four main factors which includes localized voting system, lack 

of adequate citizen`s political consciousness, PVNR limitations and citizen`s perceptions 

on presidential elections. Therefore,  there is a need for the government and all political 

activities stakeholders including citizens to undertaking strong measures to rescue this 

generation from the risk of undemocratic practices. 
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5.2 Recommendations of the study 

This part intends to present the recommendations for immediate and long term actions 

regarding things that have been observed in the study. The following are the 

recommendations to be undertaken in order to ensure that citizen`s participation in 

presidential elections and other elections are improved to the maximum level. 

i. Voting system should be reformed by allowing voters to participate in elections 

through electronic devices such as mobile phones, computers and other related to 

those facilities so as to avoid unnecessary congestions and bore some in polling 

stations which discourage citizens to participate in various elections. 

ii. Reforming the PVNR and voters identity card, because the current permanent 

voter`s national registrar is mostly operating in manual system and tends to limit 

citizens participation in elections unreasonably. Therefore the PVNR and voters 

ID should be computerized for ensuring that voter`s details are kept sensitively 

and also enabling citizens to vote wherever they are found during election day 

rather than voting only in place where they were registered. 

iii. There should be a continuous provision of voter`s education, in order to make 

citizens more political conscious that would enable them to recognize the 

importance of participating in elections including presidential elections. The 

political parties, government political institutions and other stake holders should 

work hardly in strengthening citizens political consciousness  and mobilization 

iv. Implementing citizens demands and promises, because some citizens tends to 

ignore participating in political processes after realizing that the government did 

not hear their cries and losing  trust to the politicians. The politicians should have 

sensible and implementable policies, and once they win the elections have to 

ensure that they implement all promises accordingly so as regain the Citizen`s 

trust on political game.  
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v. Compulsory Participation –because the current electoral system makes voting as 

an obligation to citizens and therefore some of them may not participate in 

elections unreasonably, so participation should be compulsory to all people who 

qualified according to voter`s qualification terms. 

 

  5.3 Other area for Further Research 

There is a need for carrying out a study on how to propagate Citizen`s political will and 

political socialization, which might be helpful in consolidating and strengthening    

participation in Democratization processes. Also there is a need to conduct a research on 

empowering Local Government Authorities to enhance positive political participation.     
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APPENDIX I 
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APPENDIX III 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

                                (Was distributed to the respondents of Kigoma Municipal Council) 

Dear, sir/madam, 

The researcher is a student of   Mzumbe University, pursuing a Masters degree in 

MSc.Local Government Management. This questionnaire is for conducting a research on 

citizen`s participation  in the presidential  elections  at Kigoma  Municipal  Council.  

The main objective of this study is to explore the reasons behind low turnout of citizen’s 

participation in presidential elections at Kigoma Municipal Council. Please I’m kindly  

requesting your  cooperation  so  as to accomplish the purpose  of  this  study. More 

importantly, findings  from  the  study  will  be a secrecy  and  being  useful  for 

government  issues, also will be helpful to Kigoma Municipal Council in the process  of 

improving Citizen`s participation in elections for strengthening  and promoting  good 

governance. Please fill in the blanks or tick in boxes provided and   for the open ended 

questions please record answers in the space provided, if the space provided is not 

sufficient you can use another sheet, the sheet should be numbered to correspond with 

the number of questionnaire.  

1.0 Personal   Characteristics of   the Respondents. 

1.1. Gender           (1) Male     (2) Female       (     ) 

1.2. Age         

i.  18 – 30 years  

ii.  31 – 50 years                       (     ) 

iii.  51 – 50 years  

iv.  61 and above  
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1.3. Education level   

(1) Secondary (2) Certificate (3) Diploma (4) undergraduate (5) Other 

state……………………………. (            ) 

1.4. What is your occupation (state)………………………………………… 

2.0. Citizen’s participation in Presidential elections. 

2.1. Do you have any information about citizen’s participation in Presidential elections? 

 (1) Yes       (2) No.    (        ) 

2.2. Do citizens in your council participate in presidential election?  

(1) Yes (2) No (     ) 

2.3. If yes, State how? 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

     ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2.4. Do you think elections should depend on citizen participation? 

    (1) Yes          (2) No.     (      ) 

2.5. If yes, explain why? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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3.0. Influence of citizen’s participation in Presidential elections in Kigoma Municipal 

Council. 

3.1. Are the citizens participate in elections in your council? 

 (1) Yes (2) No   (   )  

3.2. If the answer is yes, to what extent? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.3. If the answer is no, why? 

(a)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(d)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.4. Would you say that the present citizen’s participation in elections at Kigoma 

Municipal Council is effective?  

(1) Yes   (2) No         (    ).  
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3.5 If Yes, how? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.6 If   No, state why? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.0. The reasons behind low citizen’s participation in Presidential elections at Kigoma   

Municipal Council. 

4.1 Do you know why citizens do not participate in elections? 

    (1) Yes       (2) No.  (    ) 

 

4.2 If the answer is yes, mention the reasons behind? 
 

 (a)……………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 (c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(d)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(f)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(g)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(h)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(i)………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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4.3 What do you think are the main purposes of citizen’s participation in presidential 

elections at Kigoma Municipal Council?  

(a)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 (c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(f)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(g)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(h)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.4. Do you think citizens’ participation in presidential elections is important? 

      (1) Yes     (2) No.    (       ) 

4.5. If yes, why is important? 

(a)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(d)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(f)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(g)…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

(h)………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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5.0 The impact of voting system in Election  

5.1 Does   voting system   motivate Citizen’s participation in elections? 

(1) Yes      (2) no       (        ) 

5.2 If yes, explain   to what   extent? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5.3 If no, what are the limitations? 

(a)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(d)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(f)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR TAKING TIME TO COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
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APPENDIX III 

HOJAJI KWA WANANCHI KWA AJILI YA UCHUNGUZI JUU YA USHIRIKI 

WAO KATIKA CHAGUZI ZA URAIS 

 Ndugu, 

Mtafiti ni Mwanachuo wa Chuo Kikuu  Mzumbe katika Shahada ya Uzamili ya Utawala 

wa Serikali za Mitaa (MSc-LGM). Dodoso hili ni kwa ajili ya utafiti juu ya ushiriki 

hafifu wa raia katika chaguzi, za uraisi katika Manispaa ya Kigoma/Ujiji. Lengo kuu 

nikutaka kujua sababu za ushiriki hafifu katika chaguzi za urais. Tafadhali naomba 

ushirikiano wenu ili niweze kufanishakisha lengo la kufanya utafiti huu. 

Majibu yatakayotolewa yatatunzwa kama kumbukumbu ya utafiti huu na yatakuwa siri. 

1.1. Jinsia           (1) Mme    (2) Mke       (     ) 

1.2. Umri       

i.  18 – 30 miaka   

ii.  31 – 50  miaka             (     ) 

iii.  51 – 50 miaka 

iv.  61 na kuendelea  

1.3. Elimu yako 

(1) Sakondari (2) Cheti (3) Diploma (4) Digrii (5) Nyingineyo (taja)………… (            ) 

1.4. kazi unayoifanya (taja)…………………………………………. 

2.0.  Ushiriki wa raia katika chaguzi za urais 

2.1. Unataarifa zozote kuhusu ushiriki wa raia katika chaguzi za urais?  

(1) Ndiyo    (2) Hapana.    (        ) 

2.2. Je raia katika manispaa yako wanashiliki katika chaguzi hizo?  
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(1) Ndiyo (2) Hapana (     ) 

2.3. Kama jibu ndiyo eleza ni kwa jinsi gani?  

     ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2.4. Je unadhani uchaguzi wa urais lazima utegemee ushiriki wa raia?  

    (1) Ndiyo         (2) Hapana.     (      ) 

2.5. Kama jibu ndiyo toa sababu ni kwanini? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.0. Ushiriki wa raia katika chaguizi  za urais katika Manispaa ya Kigoma  

3.1. Je raia wanashiriki katika chaguzi za urais ndani ya manispaa yako?  

(1) Ndiyo (2) Hapana   (   )  

3.2. Kama jibu ndiyo eleza ni kwa kiwango gani? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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3.3. Kama jibu hapana toa sababu? 

(a)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(d)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.4. Je ushiriki wa raia katika chaguzi za urais kwa sasa ni wakuridhisha? 

(1) Ndiyo  (2) Hapana        (    ).  

3.5 Kama  jibu  ni ndiyo ,ni  kwa  namna  gani? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………  

3.6 Kama jibu ni hapana, eleza  kwanini? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.0. Sababu za mahudhurio na ushiriki hafifu wa raia katika chaguzi za urais ndani ya 

manispaa ya Kigoma. 
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4.1 Je wajua ni kwanini wananchi hawa shiriki kikamilifu katika chaguzi?  

    (1) Ndiyo       (2) Hapana.  (    ) 

 

4.2 Kama jibu ni ndiyo orodhesha sababu?    

(a)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(c)…………………………………………………………………………………….......... 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………...... 

(f)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(g)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(h)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.3 Je unadhani ni yapi madhumuni ya ushiriki wa raia katika chaguzi urais ndani ya 

manispaaa hii?  

 

 (a)……………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(g)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(h)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.4. Je unadhani ushiriki wa raia katika chaguzi za urais una umhimu? 

      (1) Ndiyo    (2) Hapana   (       ) 
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4.5. Kama jibu ni ndiyo kwa nini ni muhimu? 

(a)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(b)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(c)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(d)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(e)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(g)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(h)………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5.0  Mfumo  wa  upigaji  Kura  na  ushiriki  wa  raia  katika  uchaguzi 

5.1 Je mfumo  wa  upigaji   kura  Tanzania   unarahisisha  ushiriki  wa  raia  katika  

chaguzi? 

(1 )Ndiyo    (2)Hapana           (        ) 

5.2 Kama ndiyo  ni  kwa  jinsi  gani? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5.3 Kama hapana,  ni  kwanini? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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APPENDIX IV 

INTERVIEW CHECKLIST 

(To be answered by Mayor and Municipal Director, Kigoma Municipal Council). 

1. Do citizens in Kigoma Municipal Council participate actively in presidential 

elections? Why and how? 

2. What should be done to improve citizen’s participation in presidential elections in 

Kigoma Municipal Council? Why and how? 

3. Do you think elections should depend on citizen`s participation? Why and how? 

4. Do you think citizens’ participation in presidential elections is important in Kigoma 

Municipal Council? Why and how? 

5. what are the main reasons for low citizen`s participation on presidential election in 

Kigoma Municipal Council? Why and how? 

6. Are citizens aware on the importance of presidential elections in Kigoma Municipal 

Council? Why and how? 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


